"FIVE FOR THE SYMBOLS AT YOUR DOOR5*
high among mountains without climbing them, he may have come
to some rare mood of optimism; rare, that is, for Henrik Ibsen;
saying to himself that one day there might be a stronger crusade
for freedom, and Norway would help, and the Danes would recover
their lost ports and harbours, and individual man do what splendid
things he chose with his life . . . "Will the Herr Auslander drink
his lager then otit here in the garden-freshness, or within ?"
Ibsen at Berchtesgaden, at that time and for that reason, must
surely count as more than coincidence ? It is the perfect miracle
of irony. At what borderline, then, does coincidence halt and
miracle take its place? Coincidence, let us say, inspires two or
more circumstances meeting each other with a slight shock in the
same portion of space or time, when there seems no visible reason
to our finite minds why they should do so. Of coincidence we
may say, understating it: "This is funny!" But we should be
incorrect to say "This isn't possible". For coincidence, however
it may stagger us, does not need to tamper with the material and
physical world in order to pull off even its most showy effects.
Nor are these miracles, that a box beside your bed can be made
to repeat at a touch (or equally to stop repeating) what another
box has recorded of what a man said two thousand miles away;
nor that according to the different speed of travel between light
and sound, it is a scientific fact that when the chimes of Big Ben
are broadcast, a man can hear them in Australia before another
man, without help of wireless, on Westminster Bridge.
A miracle happened when Elizabeth of Hungary was carrying
bread and meat to the poor against her brutal husband's orders
and he met her and asked her what was in her basket, and she
replied "Roses, roses", and he roughly pulled aside the napkin
and lo, there were roses.
It is impossible to do justice to this legend without use of the
word "lo". Nor is this the moment to question whether "lo"
could be the original of the modern "hello* and was once used as
colloquially: Lo, there were roses! (Hello, there were roses!)
In a short reminiscent tale by Neil Lyons, a woman in a shawl
harassed the author by standing below his window every night
in the wind and rain—or snow if she could get it!—bawling a ballad
of picturesque sentiment and plain statement of which the refrain
of each verse runs: "For lo! I am with child!" (Hello, I am with
child!)
The reaction to a miracle is first amazement, as at a coincidence...
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